Tyson recalls chicken nuggets over reports
of rubber inside
30 January 2019
pinched and made its way into the blend to make
the nuggets. The company put measures in place
to prevent it from happening again, he said.
Tuesday's recall came after Springdale, Arkansasbased Tyson said it was contacted by a "small
number" of customers who found rubber pieces in
the nuggets. The announcement comes the day
after Perdue Foods recalled chicken nuggets
because of an undeclared allergen, milk . Earlier
this month, Perdue recalled a different batch of
nuggets because customers reported finding wood
in the products.
Tyson's White Meat Panko Chicken Nuggets were
produced on Nov. 26, 2018, and have a best if
used by date of Nov. 26, 2019. The products have
the establishment number P-13556 inside the
USDA inspection mark.

In this Oct. 28, 2009, file photo, a Tyson Foods, Inc.,
truck is parked at a food warehouse in Little Rock, Ark.
Tyson Foods is recalling more than 36,000 pounds
(16,329 kilograms) of chicken nuggets because they
may be contaminated with rubber. The U.S. Agriculture
Department says there were consumer complaints about © 2019 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.
extraneous material in 5-pound (2 kilogram) packages of
Tyson White Meat Panko Chicken Nuggets. There are
no confirmed reports of adverse reactions. (AP
Photo/Danny Johnston, File)

Tyson Foods is recalling some chicken nuggets
after customers said they found pieces of "soft,
blue rubber" inside.
The U.S. Agriculture Department said the 5-pound
(2-kilogram) bags should be thrown away or
returned. The agency says there are no confirmed
reports of anyone getting sick from the rubber.
The recall is for more than 36,000 pounds (16,329
kilograms) of nuggets, which Tyson said were
shipped to distribution centers in Arizona,
California, Illinois, New Jersey and Utah.
Worth Sparkman, a Tyson representative, said the
rubber came from a piece of equipment that got
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